Most behaviours that were considered uniquely human until Darwin's time exist in other species. Crows have a sense of play, form social alliances and consider the future in their behaviour. In my series Unmet Friends, I explore our capacity to understand other creatures by showing primates, birds and reptiles in poses that appear to express human emotions. In Specimen Box, a thousand photos of animal specimens are pinned to the walls, floor and ceiling of a small room. Everything in the room is dead except for the human observers, whose curious faces are captured by hidden cameras.
What other subjects have you covered?
For Florilegium, I photographed surgical instruments, such as facelift forceps and urethral dilators, to make them look alive. These are the most menacing of my images.
(One was used as the poster for a 2005 horror movie, Hostel, which I am not brave enough to see.) I'm not sure I realized how disturbing they were while shooting. These instruments are designed to rend human flesh and alter the body that largely defines our identity.
Does your work overturn assumptions?
I want people to examine their assumptions the way a scientist does. So in every series there is something that isn't what it seems. Many viewers perceive the instruments in Florilegium as botanical specimens. In Unmet Friends, animal faces may be misconstrued as human and vice versa. In Perfect Specimens, it can be hard to tell dead bodies from living ones. I want people to ask, 'Why is the artist showing me this?'
Why use the daguerreotype process?
It's an incredibly beautiful process, but very hard to control. The result depends on how the silver plate is polished, and on the intensity of the chemicals and light. Areas of overexposure turn an exquisite shade of blue. As a doctor, I was taught to control and standardize. But a daguerreotype can't be precisely replicated. Because it is a pure silver plate, it is also a mirror. You'll see your own face reflected. I'll see mine. ■ Recent findings in geology, genetics and archaeology have radically changed our understanding of Neanderthals. In the first complete chronological narrative of the species from emergence to extinction (perhaps 250,000 to 25,000 years ago), archaeologist Dimitra Papagianni and science historian Michael Morse have shaped a gem. Our big-brained relatives buried their dead, cared for the disabled, hunted creatively and ate grains, wild herbs and even dolphins. A beautifully synthesized portrait of a powerful people.
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Future Bright: A Transforming Vision of Human Intelligence Michael E. Martinez oxford university Press (2013)
Intelligence can be learned, argues educationalist Michael Martinez. Noting that tackling planetary crises hangs, in part, on the focused work of many agile minds, Martinez shows how such a revolution is possible. Beginning with the deep structure of cognitive ability, such as 'fluid' intelligence -the capacity to adapt to the unfamiliar -he paces the landscape of intellect. His journey reveals tools for change, including the rich variety of intelligence, from social to creative; the brain's extraordinary adaptability; and the cultivation of supportive behaviours such as the urge to excel.
How Things Shape the Mind: A Theory of Material Engagement Lambros Malafouris mit Press (2013)
Is the mind imprisoned in the brain? In this mix of neuroscience and philosophy, Lambros Malafouris suggests that mind and materiality are allied in ways that defy reductive world views. He argues that the act of making objects such as knapped tools in prehistory shaped neural processes; and furthermore, that this is a two-way street in which "human intelligence 'spreads out' beyond the skin into culture". Engrossing, from his analysis of how the interplay of hands, neurons, clay, a moving wheel and social context result in a thrown pot, to the links between a blind man's stick and brain plasticity. 
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